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Title word cross-reference

\((k,l)\) [296, 297], \(-1\) [980], \(1\) [331, 346, 386, 945, 1048], \(1/x\) [246], \(10\) [765], \(2\) [402, 651, 937, 1066], \(3\) [44, 164, 234, 580, 853, 983, 1061, 1184, 1304], \(4\) [35], \([1,1]\) [246], \(A\) [863, 1433], \(α\) [1269], \(ap\) [1171], \(AX + YB = C\) [1524], \(B\) [768], \(R^3\) [911], \(C^0\) [193, 257], \(C^1\) [1236, 1348], \(C^2\) [493, 1061, 1237], \(C_1\) [1163], \(F\) [478], \(Z\) [430], \(x\) [6], \(D\) [112, 144, 1325], \(DG(p)\) [794], \(ε\) [793, 1377], \(G^1\) [617], \(G^2\) [617], \(γ\) [998], \(H\) [825, 1223, 1242, 1450, 473, 481, 1357], \(H^1\) [670, 1162, 464, 965, 1195, 1403], \(H^2\) [378, 464], \(H^s(0,L)\) [124], \(H_1\) [576], \(H_∞\) [1126], \(H^1_0(I^d)\) [680], \(hp\) [1148, 320, 685, 1104, 1105, 1103], \(k\) [479], \(l\) [452], \(L(L^2)\) [517], \(L^2\) [324, 1010, 128, 742], \(L^2(H_1^1)\) [885], \(L^∞(L^2)\) [683], \(L^∞(L^∞)\) [794, 795], \(L_1\) [892, 1455, 1211, 1229, 1457, 1462, 1493, 1524], \(L_2\) [312, 670, 964, 442, 1461], \(l∞\) [1229], \(L_p\) [985, 1076, 1077, 1456], \(λ\) [689], \(LDL^T\) [1255, 708, 478], \(LR\) [761], \(LU\) [882, 914, 1360], \(M\) [406, 756], \(A - \varphi\) [437], \(T - Ω\) [437], \(H\) [623], \(P\) [363, 364, 418, 879], \(45, 162, 195, 506, 775, 795, 1266, 1294, 1357], \(p(x)\) [490], \(Q\) [1508, 1204], \(q\) [761], \(QR\) [349, 835], \(R^3\) [1091], \(R\) [799], \(rp\) [1171], \(T\) [660], \(θ\) [919, 342, 750, 749, 1019, 1030, 1414], \(V\) [1483], \(δ\) [918], \(W(a,x)\) [693], \(W^{1,∞}\) [483], \(X\) [287, 1072, 1342], \(x^{(i+1)} = P_{x^{(i)}} + q\) [78], \(XY = A\) [1523], \(y'' = f(t,y)\) [363, 364], \(y' = f(x,y)\) [417], \(y' = f(x,y)\) [417], \(y'' = f(x,y)\) [765], \(y'' = f(x,y)\) [415, 416], \(z\)
-acceptability [863]. -algebraic [296, 297].
algorithm [1377]. -approximation [985].
-approximations [919]. -BEM [195].
-Laplacian [45, 162, 490]. -matrices [1450].
-transform [430]. -transformation [1325]. -triangulation [1269]. -type [478].
-uniform [793]. -version [685, 775, 1148, 1294]. -weighted [1242].

17 [1355].

2 [163, 1058]. 26 [62].

31 [1488]. 3D [1400].

5 [364, 567].

65130 [415].

7 [526].

83d [1058]. 86d [567]. 87c [364].

9 [415]. 90d [526]. 90i [415]. 98d [1355].

accumulation [392]. Accuracy [1150, 95, 363, 364, 793, 866, 883, 1334].

Accurate [474, 522, 594, 638, 693, 717, 853, 1049, 1147, 1168, 1379, 1380, 1440, 1510, 1519]. achieve [498]. acoustic [175, 199, 230, 660, 931, 932, 983, 1276].
addition [626]. additional [198, 1134].


Algorithms [508, 1107, 1132, 64, 173, 428, 465, 504, 554, 584, 586, 673, 739, 757, 761, 982, 1108, 1113, 1238, 1241, 1263, 1331, 1343, 1357, 1392, 1400, 1480, 1507, 1508, 1517].
alignment [40]. Allen [135, 211, 628, 727].
auto-correction [1216]. auto-correlation [98]. Automatic
[392, 306]. autonomous [388, 897]. Auxiliary [473]. Average [1176]. averages
[590, 987]. averaging [436, 1189]. axisymmetric [178, 1166].

B [303, 706, 910, 1407]. B-series [303].
B-spline [706, 910, 1407]. back [562].
Backward [1036, 480, 502, 645, 944, 1082,
1111, 1123, 1371]. Bakhalov [1011].
Bakhalov-Shishkin [1011]. balance [673].
Banach [631, 1135, 1449]. band [431, 481].
Banded [766]. Barlow [1503]. barotropic
[1011]. Barzilai [460, 459, 1248]. basis
[106, 156, 286, 321, 383, 439, 640, 641, 655,
660, 877, 985, 1052, 1214, 1265, 1484, 1511].
BDDC [320]. BDF [865]. BDF-like [865].
Beam [1397]. beams [1308]. Bean [575].
bed [394]. behaviour [345, 452, 544, 559, 649,
1022, 1181, 1493]. Bellman [885, 1118].
Bellman-type [1118]. Beltrami [294]. BEM
[5, 121, 195, 263, 623]. bending [1162].
benefit [843]. Bernstein [1202, 1204].
Bessel [1488, 1487]. Best [1213, 1469, 250, 324, 1020, 1076, 1077, 1189].
between [39, 163, 641, 1388]. beyond [515].
Bézier [433]. BFGS [1509]. bi [733].
bi-variate [733]. bicubic [116]. bidiagonal
[788, 1085]. bidimensional [1273]. BIE
[606, 607]. bifurcation [35, 496, 589, 1130, 1291]. Bifurcations
[1354, 1355, 360, 735]. bifractal
[244, 257, 658, 681, 690, 759, 1052, 1494].
bilateral [125]. bilinear [644]. binary [926].
Birkhoff [12]. bisection [670]. bivariate
[1163, 1347]. Black [910, 1446, 856]. Block
[173, 1224, 108, 218, 434, 450, 1255, 720, 788,
1030, 1040, 1088, 1497]. Block-diagonal
[1224, 434]. block-tridiagonal [450]. blocks [25, 1085]. blow-up
[633]. bmo [65]. bodies [232]. body
[451, 815, 1314]. Bogdanov
[202, 881, 880, 1482]. Boltzmann [639].
Boor [1496]. bordered [1497]. borders
[720]. Borwein [460, 459, 1248]. bound
[132, 134, 588, 729, 1073, 1265, 1326].
bound-constrained [729]. boundaries
[372]. Boundary
[830, 857, 974, 3, 7, 46, 66, 74, 90, 112, 137,
141, 172, 177, 188, 194, 199, 204, 205, 214,
215, 230, 239, 301, 330, 328, 336, 344, 357,
361, 362, 372, 379, 387, 407, 410, 420, 482,
483, 521, 529, 563, 566, 579, 592, 603, 614, 668,
675, 699, 741, 764, 794, 795, 797, 799, 800, 815,
821, 826, 828, 887, 901, 948, 950, 1005, 1050,
1056, 1062, 1093, 1104, 1128, 1143, 1149, 1165,
1192, 1234, 1251, 1287, 1334, 1339, 1359, 1367,
1370, 1369, 1373, 1374, 1401, 1437, 1472, 856].
boundary-concentrated [563].
boundary-finite [830]. boundary-locus
[112]. boundary-value [239, 379, 741, 1128].
Bounded [1333, 396, 1244, 1259, 1515].
Bounded-norm [1333]. boundedness
[794, 795]. Bounds
[884, 18, 20, 22, 19, 23, 73, 123, 126, 189, 376,
428, 488, 683, 897, 896, 986, 1174, 1172, 1173,
1202, 1203, 1256, 1260, 1269, 1318, 1371,
1390, 1438, 1445, 1451, 1453]. Boussinesq
[612, 1187]. box [604, 665, 1233]. Branch
[35, 308]. branched [450]. breaking
[880, 1130, 1482]. bridge [1448]. Brinkman
[900]. Broken [150, 283]. Brownian [1448].
Broyden [1517]. bubble [644, 713]. bulk
[581]. bulk-surface [581]. Burgers’
[1285, 999]. Burgers-like [999]. Burniston
[38]. Burniston-Siewert [38].

Cahn
[135, 79, 211, 505, 628, 727, 728, 976, 1149].
Cahn/Cahn [135]. calculation
1210, 1282, 1285, 1299, 1297, 1298, 1328, 1329, 1334, 1403, 1446, 1441, 1452, 1463, 1467, 1477, 1494, 1493, 1498, 1523, 1524, 1525, 574, 595, 659, 891, 940, 969, 1013, 1120, 1163, 1172, 1173, 1202, 1239, 1247, 1269, 1296, 1299, 1318, 1366, 1438, 18, 20, 22, 19, 23, 68, 73, 74, 93, 126, 132, 134, 148, 164, 182, 188, 189, 190, 254, 257, 259, 292, 309, 312, 331, 337, 380, 376, 369, 436, 437, 464, 482, 488, 500, 517, 518, 520, 523, 527, 563, 579, 629, 630, 668, 685, 682, 683, 700, 742, 754, 758, 797, 802, 825, 827, 847, 897, 986, 918, 919, 925, 926, 935, 944, 945].


Evaluation [450, 87, 156, 158, 226, 332, 438, 491, 686, 820, 902, 1151, 1168, 1173, 1263].

evolution [43, 122, 143, 489, 783, 810, 1094, 1095]. evolutionary [500, 550]. evolving [557, 558, 582, 1036].

Exact [824, 1263, 394, 933, 1287, 1306]. exactly [1187]. exactness [266]. example [1507].

exchange [400]. Existence [623, 424, 897, 1232]. expansion [640, 957, 1013, 1126, 1441].

expansion-contraction [1126].
finite-element-based [117]. finite-part
[491, 509, 584, 996, 1372, 1479]. finite-range
[1003]. Finite-volume
[344, 45, 243, 346, 345, 389, 409, 532, 534,
596, 666, 836, 1149, 1503].

Finite-volume-element [203]. First [1359,
13, 171, 226, 273, 274, 326, 329, 359, 567,
568, 723, 867, 1013, 1034, 1089, 1336, 1337].

First-kind [274]. First-order
[1359, 13, 326, 329, 567, 568, 867, 1013]. fits
[128]. Fitted [139, 548, 13, 836, 1329, 1446].

fitting
[418, 432, 435, 446, 467, 507, 508, 1328].
fixed [482, 1111, 1354, 1355, 1425]. Fletcher
[29, 458]. Flexible [448, 384]. floating
[626, 815]. floating-point [626]. flow
[21, 34, 149, 181, 233, 256, 375, 406, 559, 561,
578, 599, 628, 634, 664, 665, 676, 776,
814, 917, 922, 981, 1005, 1162, 1300, 1428].

flow-box [665]. flows [27, 26, 144, 189, 374,
420, 586, 690, 960, 1031, 1301]. fluid
[34, 70, 559, 629, 630, 676, 677, 1268, 1428].

fluid-structure [630, 1268]. fluidized [394].
fluids [190, 814]. flux [127, 138, 140, 381,
673, 829, 848, 958, 1244, 1356]. fluxes
[1102, 1157]. Fock [939]. forces [131]. form
[78, 265, 545, 789, 816, 1031]. formal [38].
formalism [390]. forms [359]. formula
[91, 468, 1379, 1422, 1479]. formulæ
[335, 484, 509, 524, 525, 526, 637, 773, 824,
1053, 1096, 1202, 1245, 1258, 1353, 1352].

formulas
[121, 289, 315, 645, 940, 1176, 1380].
formulation [148, 183, 200, 220, 265, 304,
337, 579, 575, 1098, 1165, 1223, 1436].
formulations [146, 231, 437, 546, 668, 764].
forth [562]. Fortin [19]. forward
[1111, 1123]. Four [1338, 1315, 1328].

four-step [1328]. Fourier
[456, 625, 791, 869, 872, 990, 1044, 1077,
1151, 1207, 1279, 1341, 1379].
Fourier-finite-element [791].
Fourier-series [456]. Fourth [214, 361, 534,
638, 682, 704, 731, 1059, 1106, 1329, 1339].

Fourth-order [214, 361, 534, 638, 682, 704,
731, 1059, 1106, 1339]. Fox [50, 539]. fractal
[399]. fractals [10]. Fractional
[1034, 77, 219, 288, 314, 673, 748, 891, 915,
918, 919, 977, 985, 1095, 1146, 1148, 1367].

fractional-order [1055]. fractional-step
[918, 919]. fractions [226, 450]. fracture
[256]. fractured [256]. frame [455, 1358].
framework [778]. Francis [709]. Fredholm
[88, 171, 276, 440, 898, 1080]. free
[7, 22, 215, 382, 421, 483, 564, 619, 644, 716,
762, 834, 1001, 1005, 1020, 1062, 1142, 1175,
1187, 1223, 1468, 1511]. free-boundary [7].
frequencies [270]. frequency
[120, 515, 800]. frequency-independent
[800]. frictional [125]. frictionless [17].
friendly [1324]. front [997]. front-tracking
[997]. Full [16, 254, 1276].

full-discretization [254]. Fully
[1, 121, 535, 414, 786, 819, 829, 919, 960,
1056, 1093, 1510, 475]. function
[183, 226, 286, 332, 429, 468, 640, 641, 655,
693, 863, 927, 933, 985, 1119, 1206, 1214,
1239, 1380, 1484]. function-evaluation
[332]. functional [197, 277, 305, 624, 1526].
functionals [545, 1109, 1230]. functions
[38, 156, 251, 269, 350, 383, 448, 449, 485,
484, 492, 507, 588, 653, 711, 717, 733, 739,
763, 820, 852, 877, 985, 1015, 1020, 1042,
1067, 1142, 1143, 1168, 1175, 1202, 1214,
1259, 1289, 1313, 1324, 1422, 1455, 1457].
fundamental [813, 916, 1222]. furnace
[178]. Further [15, 171, 1171, 1411].

Galerkin
[1146, 13, 22, 66, 79, 88, 93, 100, 103, 114, 130,
148, 174, 196, 205, 264, 265, 273, 294, 301,
316, 320, 352, 357, 378, 383, 387, 398,
399, 407, 420, 436, 464, 506, 517, 520, 560, 590,
605, 628, 649, 667, 685, 684, 681, 682, 724, 742,
747, 826, 825, 827, 837, 898, 909, 952, 956, 957,
975, 977, 999, 1011, 1040, 1045, 1066, 1106,
1116, 1139, 1141, 1148, 1153, 1164, 1192, 1195,
Galerkin-Chebyshev [999].
Galerkin-like [1295].
games [222]. gamma [226]. GAOR [1450].
Gauss-type [1353, 1352]. Gaussian [83, 322, 701, 1081, 1087, 1119, 1174, 1202, 1361, 1406].
generation [354, 423, 443, 878].
Generalized [278, 509, 600, 858, 951, 1023, 1452, 190, 192, 652, 718, 854, 910, 940, 1003, 1125, 1187].
generated [315]. generates [697].
generating [350]. generation [741, 1496].
Geometrically [1096, 264]. geometries [970]. Geometry [421, 798, 1425].
Gevrey [1028]. Gilbert [117, 118, 549].
Givens [516]. gives [499].
Global [102, 274, 309, 523, 527, 802, 822, 1321, 1385, 1435, 29, 652, 696, 812, 844, 907, 961, 1514, 1471].
globally [152, 821]. GMRES [106, 1390].
GMWB [843]. Golub [1060]. good [1083].
Gordon [390, 1402]. Gottlieb [1216].
gradient-like [31, 374].
gradient-multigrid [1432]. gradients [449].
grading [67, 670]. Gram [697].
graph [803]. grid [157, 180, 343, 588, 741, 821, 1016, 1050, 1252, 598]. grids [74, 547, 644, 733, 763, 1006].
Gross [555, 678]. groundwater [1005]. group [593, 1489]. groups [740, 1323, 1443].
gyrokinetic [196]. gyrokinetic-waterbag [196].
h [799]. h-p [799]. Hadamard [491, 584, 996, 1372]. half [1184, 1335].
half-explicit [1184]. half-line [1335].
Hamilton [262, 280, 885, 1118].
Hamiltonian [413, 515, 989, 1017].
harmonic [437, 675, 1254]. Hartree [939].
hemivariational [451]. Hermite [82, 510, 608, 678, 1269, 1413].
Hermite-type [510]. Hermitian [109, 648].
Hessian [651, 1473]. Hessians [392].
Heterogeneous [270, 1, 503, 597, 1279].
hexagons [719]. hexahedral [175].
Hierarchical [120, 321, 282, 1052]. High [231, 310, 363, 364, 477, 525, 526, 1056, 1127, 1160, 1468, 1510, 12, 120, 216, 224, 251, 669, 766, 783, 793, 849, 850, 872, 873, 1370, 1369, 1477, 1476]. High-accuracy [363, 364].
High-dimensional [1486]. high-frequency [120]. High-order [231, 477, 525, 526, 1056, 1127, 1160, 1510, 216, 224, 669, 783, 793, 1370, 1369, 1476].
Higher [942, 155, 1274, 1309, 1433, 1504, 1424].
Higher-order [942, 155, 1309, 1504, 1424]. highly [270, 276, 413, 515, 518, 869, 870, 1006, 1175, 1441, 1487, 1488].
highly-oscillating [869, 870]. Hilbert [705, 1110, 1262, 1395, 1406]. Hilliard [976, 79, 135, 505, 728, 1149].

Least-change [1516]. Least-squares [434, 98, 247, 349, 401, 431, 435, 446, 636, 1020, 1060, 1082, 1125, 1182, 1181, 1292, 1300, 1359, 1371, 1466, 1508].

Legendre [1384]. leg [749]. Legendre-Laguerre [1212].

Legendre-Laguerre [1212]. Leja [1384].

Legendre-Laguerre [1212]. Leja [1384].


[341, 500, 740, 1091, 1443, 1489]. Lie-algebraic

Lifshitz [549]. like [31, 374, 804, 999, 1000, 76, 865, 1295]. limited [447]. limiting [711, 848]. limits [286].

Linearization [37, 1413, 1434]. linearized [976]. Linearly

[27, 26, 1035, 1278, 125, 288, 1185, 1382].

Lipschitz [9, 739]. Lissajous [227]. loading

[220]. Lobatto [1353].

Lobatto-Chebyshev [1353]. Local

[16, 81, 462, 631, 632, 1086, 1348, 1466, 1484, 72, 166, 249, 274, 282, 301, 320, 308, 500, 506, 563, 844, 903, 925, 1097, 1106].


Long-time [649]. loss [626]. Low [691, 1219, 1273, 34, 72, 120, 463, 1008]. low-order [1219, 1273, 34, 72, 463]. lower [1326, 1525]. lowers [1459]. lowest [519]. lowest-order [519]. lumped [1158].

Lyapunov [774, 1100, 1331, 1435]. Lyness [38].


Navier [6, 16, 72, 95, 104, 155, 184, 180, 183, 614, 625, 659, 754, 786, 812, 907, 1243, 1343].

Near [1075, 1076, 1077, 1189, 1304].

Near-best [1076, 1077, 1189].

Near-minimax [1075]. nearest [225, 806, 1242]. nearly [627, 973, 1235, 1236]. nearness [32].


Newton [14, 76, 80, 106, 212, 225, 245, 370, 487, 589, 600, 631, 632, 728, 760, 947, 949].
Nonlinear nonconservative
Pythagorean [616, 618].
Pythagorean-hodograph [616, 618].

Q [1368]. QR [709]. quadrant [411].
quadratures [1033, 1120].
quadrilateral [371, 1502, 1503, 1504].
Qualitative [710, 10, 610].
qualocation [528, 1194].
quantification [887].
quantiles [1180].
quartic [537]. Quasi [1102, 1124, 1517, 64, 146, 189, 194, 284, 322, 371, 420, 457, 663, 707, 749, 827, 1123, 1178, 1230, 1348, 947, 1473, 1516]. quasi- [64].
quasi-continuum [1178]. quasi-definite [1230].
quasi-geometric [749].
quasi-interpolation [284, 1348].
quasi-optimality [663]. quasi-square [322].
quasi-symplectic [1124].
quasicontinuum [514]. quasilinear [203, 420, 779, 826, 1193, 1437].
quasimatrix [1405]. quasinonlocal [1003].
Quasioptimal [334]. queueing [624].
quintic [160, 617, 616, 1199].

Rational [289, 719, 845, 896, 1325, 226, 415, 416, 485, 484, 493, 494, 492, 689, 730, 732, 863, 1100, 1202, 1422, 1457].
rational [36].
Raviart [519, 954, 1010]. Rayleigh [1299].
reaction [13, 69, 343, 403, 436, 735, 938, 945, 946, 965, 1014, 1016, 1022, 1047, 1051, 1103, 1281, 1298, 1481, 1369]. reaction-diffusion [13, 69, 403, 1022, 1051, 1103, 1281, 1298, 1481].
Reaction-diffusion-type [1369].
real [173, 353, 472, 753, 1070, 1076, 1080, 1081, 1404, 1415]. real-valued [173].
Realistic [488, 1453]. reconstruction [829, 992]. reconstructions [1249].
recovery [129, 128, 436, 471, 993, 1259, 1346, 1478, 1518, 128].
Rectangular [530, 322, 644, 1368, 1475, 1495].
rectangularly [1207]. rectilinear [469].
Recurrence [485]. recursive [729, 1108].
recursive-trust-region [729].
redistancing [594]. Reduced [692, 1265, 20, 280, 357, 660, 1417].
Reduced-basis [1265]. reducible [1470].
reduction [792, 834, 1042]. Redundancy [1347]. Reeves [29, 458].
Referees [52, 54, 56, 59, 61, 63].
Refinable [282]. refined [22, 612, 614, 763].
refinement [805, 1097]. reflection [703].
regime [500]. region [40, 110, 716, 729, 739, 1227, 1395, 1507].
regions [572, 750, 927, 1053, 1207, 1416, 113].
regression [421, 434, 1180, 1462].
regular [45, 157, 258, 308, 719]. regulability [64, 103, 1028, 454].
regularization [332, 576, 930, 1476]. regularized
solvability [661]. solve [379, 486, 878, 1127]. solver [394, 853, 1497].
Some [112, 127, 353, 1080, 1108, 1288, 1328, 1374, 20, 197, 278, 444, 521, 570, 649, 877, 961, 1079, 1480]. SOR [990, 1000].
Space-Time [16, 952]. spaced [1199].
SPD [536]. SPDEs [254, 1029, 1447].
splittings [778, 479].
spittings-convergence [778]. spreading [131]. Spurious [559, 846, 736, 865, 1144, 1298, 1365]. SQP [696, 716]. square [322, 336, 368, 511].
Squared [516]. squares [98, 166, 247, 349, 401, 431, 434, 435, 446, 498, 499, 636, 1020, 1060, 1082, 1117, 1125, 1182, 1181, 1292, 1300, 1359, 1371, 1466].
1068, 1069, 1085, 1103, 1153, 1167, 1184, 1203, 1224, 1268, 1288, 1408, 1427, 1497, 855]. Szego [1202, 476].

Takens [202, 881, 880, 1482]. taut [1225].

Taylor [1077, 1319]. technical [743].

technique [259, 268, 1063, 1252]. techniques [120, 497, 544, 692, 1040].

temporal [907]. Tensor [618, 1368, 1511]. Tensor-product [618, 1368, 1511].


tetrahedral [964, 1294, 1348]. textile [743]. texture [576].

their [76, 353, 445, 610, 832, 1043, 1120, 1138, 1343, 1442]. theorem [76, 867, 1232]. theorems [665, 1190, 1443].


third-order [378, 1519]. Thomas [30, 519].

three [72, 158, 592, 754, 762, 787, 883, 1064, 1114, 1315, 1314, 1401]. three-body [1314].

three-dimensional [754, 787].

three-dimensions [72]. three-fields [1064].

three-stage [1315]. three-time-level [883].


time-accuracy [793].

time-dependent [5, 184, 188, 402, 474, 786, 920, 939, 946, 1106, 1362, 1444]. time-discrete [1403].

time-discretization [549].

time-evolution [783].


time-space [428]. time-splitting [477, 969]. time-stepping [1145, 1146].

time-subcycling [544].

time-varying [811].


tolerance [802].


transfer [656, 725]. transform [430, 769, 1262, 1379]. transformation [207, 1095, 1151, 1238, 1317, 1325, 1521].

transformations [99, 267, 1101, 1179].

transforms [48, 83, 315, 869, 1094, 1487, 1488].

transient [177, 345, 830, 1343]. transition [649].

transmission [231, 301, 790, 906].

transport [239, 389, 646, 672, 1002, 1009, 1054].

trapezoidal [502, 1067, 1277]. treatment [646, 950, 1421].

tree [967].
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